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Bai Yi’s tears came down. They were tears of resentment and grief.

Because she knew very well what this woman had done to her.

just!

Hearing this, Li Xijun not only felt a little bit ashamed, but also laughed

loudly:

“Bai Yi, don’t know why, I am not angry at all when I hear you scold

me, but I am very happy!”

“Because I know that you are having a very bad life now, so I can rest

assured, hahaha!”

But at this time, Lin Fan suddenly woke up and remembered an old

thing that Bai Shan had mentioned to him.

At that time, Bai Yi studied medicine in college, with excellent grades.

He received scholarships every year, and even got a recommended

place from Harvard University.

She was destined to have a limitless future, but at that time she

mistakenly believed in her good girlfriend. Her good girlfriend spread

rumors about Bai Yi in private, saying that she relied on having sex

with school leaders and mentors, and thus won the only place for

admission. .

What’s more, she stole Bai Yi’s graduation thesis until she made Bai

Yi’s graduation thesis public. Bai Yi couldn’t believe that this would be

done by her good best friend who gets along day and night.

In the end, in order to avoid suspicion, the university cancelled Bai Yi’s

admission qualification, but Li Xijun successfully entered Harvard

University with the help of Bai Yi’s graduation thesis.

Bai Yi’s lifelong dream is to enter Harvard to study medicine and then

bring medical skills from abroad back to China.

But Li Xijun personally ruined her dream!

Also ruined her future with her own hands!

If Bai Yi succeeded in entering Harvard, he should now be a famous

doctor of a generation. Even the Bai family would have to be polite to

her, how could he suffer successive humiliations?

Li Xijun, no harm is done!

More importantly, Li Xijun obviously hurt her so badly, but he felt a

little guilty. At this time, he even showed off proudly in front of her.

This makes her, how can she not hate it!

“Tsk tusk, Bai Yi, do you seem to be miserable now? I heard from my

classmates that you found a little white face, but I didn’t expect it to be

true!”

Li Xijun laughed loudly, then looked at Lin Fan contemptuously.

“I’m different from you. After graduating from Harvard, I joined a

foreign pharmaceutical company. Now I am the president of a branch

company with an annual salary of 10 million yuan!”

“Li Xijun, shut up! Why are you insulting my husband?”

Bai Yi gritted his teeth with hatred, shaking all over.

show off?

What qualifications does she have to show off?

Everything Li Xijun got today was stolen from her.

“Oh, a little white face, you are quite precious, it seems that the old

school flowers are really degenerate.”

Li Xijun laughed and said, seeing Bai Yi so miserable, not to mention

how happy he was.

She was not as good as Bai Yi before, and she could only follow Bai Yi

forever, so she was jealous.

But now, she feels that Bai Yi is unworthy even to lift her shoes.

And this time!

It seems that stepping on Bai Yi is not enough, Li Xijun continued to

sneer:

“By the way, I forgot to tell you. I came back this time to discuss

cooperation with a pharmaceutical company. As long as the

cooperation is negotiated, I can get at least a few hundred million in

commission.”

“You should be envious. After all, a dead and poor ghost like you can’t

make so much money in this life, hahaha!”

Bai Yi suddenly became angry and wanted to kill:

“you!”

She has never seen such a shameless person, stealing her achievements,

and humiliating her, this kind of person is inferior to a brute!

However, at this moment!

An accident happened!

Snapped!

As soon as Li Xijun’s voice fell, she received a heavy slap on her cheek,

and she staggered and fell to the ground.

The whole face became swollen in an instant!

And the person who made the shot was not someone else, it was Lin

Fan!
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